
The Mawnan Planter has been designed to be a beautiful addition to our popular Green Range, a selection 
of hanging and floor standing planters. The bowl is finished in the same beautiful Engobe glaze as our 
Merryn and Morvah planters but features a flat base so it can be stood on a table top surface. We have 
also included a length of cord should you prefer to hang the planter. 

To hang the planter -

1. Identify if there are any hidden pipes or electrical cables in the ceiling to avoid causing damage or 
risk of electrical shock during installation. Drill a pilot hole and screw a cup hook (not supplied) into a 
suitable, structural surface (A). The surface must be capable of supporting the estimated planted 
weight of the Mawnan Planter (3kg). 

2. Double up the cord and thread the looped end under the wooden strap and push the two loose ends 
through the loop to create a Cow Hitch knot (B).

3. Double up both ends of cord and then tie a figure eight knot connecting the two lengths of rope 
together in the same way as detailed above (C) and place it over the cup hook (A).

- Caring for the earthenware bowl
We have designed striking earthenware bowls for our Green Range featuring a hard-wearing glaze on the 
inside and a unique matte glaze on the outside, known as Engobe. We suggest you clean both the interior 
and exterior surface of the pot by gently wiping away any marks using warm soapy water and a lint free 
cloth. Once the pot is clean, gently dab dry using a soft, lint free cloth or towel. Any fibres on a cleaning cloth 
will stick to the outside surface more easily due to its beautiful finish.

- Caring for the wooden structure
Dust the planter with a soft, dry, lint free cloth. Mild furniture polishes can be used on the wood. The bowl 
can be easily removed from its wooden holder before planting. When watering the plant in place, simply 
wipe away any surface moisture or water straight afterwards to minimise the chance of water stains.

- Caring for your plants
Always refer to the care guides and planting guidelines supplied with any plant or seed you’ve chosen. 
The Green Range earthenware bowls do not have drainage holes in the base, therefore suitable drainage 
must be added.
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For more information on the installation and care of your product:    contact@tomraffield.com   +44 (0)1326 722725


